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We Have Many Ways to Help our MeMbers

Diane
Durand
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From Our President

Lawrence Heibel, owner of WorkShoots, has relocated his busi-
ness to 1348 Front Avenue in Grand Rapids. WorkShoots now 
has 2,300 sq. ft. of space in a single-level building with parking 
near the front door. Very convenient (and no stairs to climb).

You can check it out during an informal Pre-Grand Opening 
on Saturday, May 10, 2014 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Bring your 
camera and try out the new WorkShoots for free.

GrCC  MeMber expands and Moves  pHotoGrapHy business

Continued on pg. 2 - See  “WorkShoots” 

by Diane Durand

by Greg Ferguson
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Open House

The Grand Rapids Camera Club exists primarily as a social group of individuals who share 
a common interest. As our membership continues to grow, each of us is exposed to more 
aspects of photography.

Our chosen hobby is not something you learn once and then become its master. Photography 
is an ever growing, changing and evolving medium. While that can sometimes make it very 
frustrating, it can also be very exciting.

Frustration comes when you have not yet mastered an idea, method or piece of equipment. 
I think this is what leads people to our club initially. When you are having difficulty with 
something and find someone who can guide you through the darkness of incomprehension 
and into the light of understanding, the joy of photography re-emerges. When you can teach 
someone a lesson you have already learned, it is very fulfilling.

We now have many ways to help our members learn and hone their skills as photographers. 
Monthly competition allows us to compete with ourselves for improved scores. SWMCCC 
competitions and our year-end competition allow us to compete with each other for awards 
and recognition of our skills. Our workshops and photo walks allow us to practice our skills, 
define our vision and share our knowledge with others in the group. The monthly assigned 
subjects challenge us to try a new method, shoot a new subject or think about our craft in a 
different, more creative manner. Public exhibitions allow us to share our skills with people 
outside the club.

Each of these paths holds its own appeal. Some paths appeal to nearly all of our members, 
while other paths have a much more limited attraction. Having all of these paths available 
keeps our club vibrant, growing and ever changing. While these
can be difficult to manage, they are what make our club exciting.
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WorkShoots  -  Continued from pg. 1

To get to WorkShoots, exit the 131 expressway at Leonard 
Street and go east on Leonard to Front Avenue. WorkShoots is 
1/4 mile north on the east side of Front Avenue at Myrtle Street.
The address again is 1348 Front Avenue.

When you walk into WorkShoots, the office is to the right and 
a 17’ x 23’ open office area called Studio C is just beyond.   
Studio C is furnished like a living room and can be used for 
photography sales consultations, as well as classes and child 
photography.

Further down a hallway, the huge warehouse studio space is 
divided into two camera rooms (Studio A and Studio B).

Studio A is a 18’ x 24’ shooting space with a white sweep, 
black wall and floor, muslins and panel backgrounds and four 
studio lights (including one on a boom).  Studio A has a
dressing room in our storage area that offers a large mirror, 
bright lights and privacy.

Studio B is a 22’ x 24’ camera room with a white vinyl sweep, 
black muslins, panels and an assortment of muslins including a 
green screen. There are four studio lights in this camera room 
(including one on a boom).  The 8’ x 8’ dressing room of
Studio B features a large mirror, counter top and makeup chair.

Both studios have access to a large storage area filled with 
props and furniture, all available when the studio is rented.
Another plus is the studio walls can come down to combine 
Studios A and B together to create a single 40’ x 24’ shooting 
area.  A rear garage door allows you to bring in large items
such as cars and motorcycles for your photography shoots.

Both Studio A and B have huge skylights which when
uncovered provide enough light to take advantage of some 
pleasing natural light.

WorkShoots is a photography studio where any level of photographer 
can learn, work and play in a professional environment with professional 
equipment. For more information about WorkShoots (including member-
ship rates, studio rental, classes and workshops, etc.), visit their website.

Call: 616-350-9210     Email:  lawrence@heibelmedia.com    Website: www.workshoots.com 
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Timed exposure
Steve Port’s

A Bit of Photographic History

tHis neWer CaMera froM lytro - a GaMe CHanGer?

My son emailed me a link recently (http://www.engadget.com/2014/04/22/lytro-illum/ ).  
It describes something really (I mean REALLY) different!  I usually cast a suspicious eye 
on such grand claims and wonder if it’s absolutely new and a game changer, or just a new 
spin on what photography has done forever (150 years, plus or minus).

Let’s look at this thing.  It’s a new camera (actually 2nd generation) from Lytro with the 
uncanny ability to sharpen out of focus areas of photos afterwards!  They have named 
their new sensor a light-field device followed by lots of adjectives and adverbs
implying magic and sophistication way ahead of its time.  Also, their lens does more with 
less glass by enabling a microprocessor to adjust focus, etc. on demand and after the fact.  
I’ve always wanted a time machine and this sounds pretty close.

Periodically, such revolutionary devices arise causing us to re-evaluate our gear and
approach to photography.  So, what can you and I do without one of these $1,599 won-
ders that allows us variable focus capability?  

Turns out it is possible but with lots of work required.  For some time now, photogra-
phers have adjusted focus and depth of field based on aperture size, distance, etc. to 
sharpen their target and/or blur the unimportant. Often the process included a good deal 
of bracketing to get the desired effect.  For close-up work, the method of photo-stacking 
has recently become popular.  For this, special software may be necessary.  For Lytro, 
they also require their own software, but have agreements with companies like Adobe 
and Apple to hand off a file that can be further adjusted in a more familiar work flow.

After digesting as much of the Lytro Illum highlights as are available, and without the 
normal photo magazine reviews and testing, this camera maybe onto something.  If they 
offered it to me for testing, I think I’d certainly volunteer.  But until then, it looks like we 
can get similar results but not as quickly or easily.  Sigh... I do so want a time machine!



seven tips for raptor pHotoGrapHy
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by Jeff Parker

1. Burst mode is best
When birds blink, their second eyelid (called a nictitating membrane) opens and closes, which can result in 
strange looking images. Since an in-focus eye is one wildlife-photography “must,” the burst mode ups your 
chances of capturing keepers.  It also helps when taking quick action shots such as birds fighting over carrion, 
landing, and taking off.  

2. Wary is the word
Nobody had to teach raptors about stranger danger—these birds are born nervous! Quick movement catches their 
eyes the most. In and out lens movement may even give them pause. Act like a statue, staying still as much as 
possible.  Nervous birds will look at you; if one does, FREEZE!  If you are not careful, your actions will scatter 
your subjects—for the rest of the day.  Allow raptors to relax after you shoot your landing shots. A raptor on one 
foot signifies a relaxed bird.  A bird stretching its wings might make you think he’s relaxed, but not necessarily!  
If he has sat still for a while the opposite is probably true—he’s probably preparing for take-off.

3. Keep concealed
There’s a reason we use the phrase “eagle eye”: Raptors will see you before you see them (see tip #2). Your best bet is 
to work from a blind.  Often a vehicle works well as a blind, especially if you bring your biggest lens and sit extra still 
for a while after shutting off the engine.  Since I’m talking about photographing non-captive birds, plan on staying far 
away from these subjects.

4. Stay silent
Raptors can hear well. Vertically offset ears located just behind the eyes help hone in on sound location.  Some species 
get extra ear-range from facial disk feather arrangement. Your voice and your shutter (especially non-stop actuation)
could cause the birds to leave for the day.  If you must talk, keep your voice down.  Use short bursts when shooting.

5. Lookout for landings
Focus in on where a bird in flight is headed. Like airplanes, most birds (including raptors) take off and land into the 
wind.  Consider when the light’s best for photography; an east wind in the morning and a west wind in the afternoon, 
means you’re in luck!

6. Prepare for lift-off
You get some of your best action shots as birds leave.  That means you’ve got to prepare for take-off.  Good news! 
Raptors also prepare for take-off and will give you plenty of signs that they’re about to depart.  A bird looking into the 
breeze and/or crouching is a bird about to take-off.  So, too, is a bird that defecates.

7. Practice patience
Patience pays in wildlife photography, especially when shooting raptors.  Don’t fire away at a perched bird just
sitting there. You’re creating lots of boring images and running the risk of scaring your subject away with the sound
of your shutter. Wait for natural behavior, the kind of show a relaxed bird puts on:  Stretching, preening, calling,
eating.  Wait for her to do something before taking your shot.

Article content from Jeff’s blog (jeffparkerimages.com), used with permission.
Wildlife photographer, Jeff Parker, leads the naturally curious on photo tours
throughout North, South, and Central America.   Questions about bird photography? 
Give Jeff a call or send him an email.  He’ll be happy to help you out!
Click:  www.ExploreInFocus.com ~ OR ~ Call:  (512) 378-3355

For non-captive, wild birds
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by Joe Hempstead
VP of Programs

presentations & WorksHops

Photography has contributed greatly to the history of art and continues to 
provide insights into our lives. Photographer Vivian Maier (1928-2009) shot 
thousands upon thousands of film images in her life and has gained attention 
with their recent discovery in 2007. Ellen Degeneres “broke” Twitter with her group ‘selfie’
during the live broadcast of the Oscars. The Impossible Project is reverse engineering the
Polaroid film and supplying a new audience. What is it about the capturing of light that can 
push them into the world of Fine Art? What is it that can make them fully capture a moment that 
defines the life around them?

AJ Paschka will discuss content, process, context, and the changing technical nature of
photography.  He will show you what it means to practice photography through the lens of
contemporary art and museum culture. Come with an open mind, and you may take away some 
new ways to jump into the mercurial world of Fine Art with your photography.

MeetinG presentation: Curator a.J. pasCHka talks
about HoW pHotoGrapHy is influenCinG fine arts21

MAY

Weds.

AJ Paschka is the Exhibitions Curator at the Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts 
located in downtown Grand Rapids.  An avid photographer, he received his Bachelor 
of Fine Art from Kendall College of Art and Design in 2001. Paschka worked as
Manager of Digital Media at Grand Rapids Art Museum from 2006 through 2013.
He was trained in the analog traditions of photographic production in addition to 
digital imaging. A variety of sources serve as influences from Laszlo Maholy-Nagy, 
Walker Evans, and Alec Soth.

Newsletters are planned for every month except July and 
August.  If you have news, information or photos for the
April Lights & Shadows, please get these submitted on
or before Wednesday, May 28, 2014.
You can send them to the Lights & Shadows editor at:
       LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

upCoMinG neWsletter deadline

The

28MAYWEDS
.

Rosemary VanHouten,
Marie Velting
and Jan Lewis

for bringing in treats
for our March meeting.

-Caroline Shearer,
Coffee & Treats Coordinator
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GrCC iMaGe of tHe MontHGrCC iMaGe of tHe MontH
CoMpetition Corner by Jeanne Quillan

Jeanne
Quillan

Here is another article from a series that was published in the Lights & Shadows several years back. 
Some good information for all of our members, and especially for those who have joined GRCC 
recently.

The assigned subject is designed to challenge your photographic ability. The intent is to motivate 
you to photograph something that you may not normally shoot, to be creative and look for unusual 
images. Although we have all done it at one time or another, the object is not to search back in your 
files for an image that “fits” the assignment, but rather actively create one. The board chooses future 
assigned subjects each June for the next full calendar year, so to have a fresh list before the summer 
vacation season. Suggestions are solicited from club members, discussed and chosen based on their 
photographic potential. 

When judging an image entered in the Assigned category, the main consideration should be how 
well the image fits the category. How creative is it? How much thought was given to fitting the
image to the category? Remember, the assigned subject must be the dominant feature in your image. 
For instance, if the subject is “fences” the fence must be the subject of the photo, not just that there 
may be a fence in the background. If the image does not fit the category well, a judge should only 
give it an average score, even if it is an excellent image in its own right.  Makers of an image that 
truly fits the category should be awarded a higher score that those that do not. Second to your
creativity in making the image is the quality of the image. If you enter a great image that both
defines the subject and has impact, you should be rewarded with an excellent score. 

THE ASSIGNED SUBJECT

“Assign” (transitive verb) 
1) to give somebody a particular task or duty.
2) to send somebody to do something.  

please enter your passWord

Jan
Lewis

by Jan Lewis

When it comes to passwords, I am guessing you fit into one of two categories - you either 1) use the 
same password for every site or account you set up; or 2) you maintain (and perhaps print) a docu-
ment on your hard drive with every login and password written down on it. You might even fit into 
both categories! I suspect that you also know that neither of these scenarios is the most secure way 
to approach the problem.  We are all warned regularly about the risk of identity theft and we have 
been recently reminded of this with several high-profile security breaches such as Adobe and Target. 
Yet many (most?) of us still throw caution to the wind and proceed despite the hazards, simply
because it is so dang difficult to remember every login and password we create.  And it seems you 
are asked to set up another login/account or password several times a week.

Since I have 4 working email addresses, not only could I not remember the password (no, I don’t use 
the same one for each and every site), but I couldn’t remember WHICH email address I had used 
when I created the account!  And of course some sites then have a separate user ID which

Continued on pg. 7 - See  “Password” 
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differs from the email address. Managing passwords and accounts is, quite frankly, a royal pain.
  
Several years ago, I got fed up with the problem and started researching Password management 
software. I was surprised to learn that there was a host of them on the market! Basically, they are an 
electronic form of the file you may have been maintaining with all your passwords written down. The 
difference is that they create a database to store your information, which requires one
(preferably strong) password to gain access. Yes, this means you must remember ONE password, but 
hopefully that is something that all of us are still capable of.  Some of these products work on multiple 
platforms (Windows, Mac, iOS, Android), while others are tailored for specific operating systems. 
And cost varies...some are free (but may offer premium upgrades with more features for a charge); 
some have a monthly fee, while others charge a yearly fee, and others a flat fee.  Since most of us carry 
smartphones and/or tablets around with us, it is helpful to choose a product that syncs across multiple 
platforms so you can have all your passwords regardless of which device you are using.
The names most frequently listed in online reviews include LastPass, KeePass, 1Password,
Dashlane, and Roboform.  I made my choice several years ago, and decided on a product called

DataVault by Ascendo. I choose it because it was available for a wide variety of platforms, including 
Mac, Windows, Android, iPad, iPhone, iTouch, and Blackberry, and the cost was nominal - $10 for the 
computer version of the software, and the mobile version was no more than $5 for my device.
I am able to sync the database across my devices to maintain consistency.  It allows me to capture
login information when I create an account on my computer and save the information to my
DataVault manager database. It also provides a secure password builder.  It boasts that it will
automatically fill in forms with information when you visit a site requesting previously created/saved 
login information, though I haven’t found this to work every time. DataVault uses browser plug-ins or 
add-ons to accomplish this task, and the software is not always up to date with the current version of
the browser. So when the autofill function doesn’t work, I simply open DataVault, locate the my
login/password info for the site in question and cut and paste it into the browser page.
Not automatic....but it works.

Now for the caveats...ANY password manager will only be effective if you build AND maintain it.
After my purchase and install, it took some time and effort  to populate the software with all my pass-
word information. That required visiting each site where I had an account, entering the login info and 
saving it to DataVault (or entering it in by hand with the DataVault software).  Maintenance also requires 
diligence - the very first thing I do whenever I create an account is add the information to DataVault.
If I don’t do it RIGHT THEN, it is too easy to forget. A password manager will only remember what
you tell it to remember! Syncing across my devices isn’t automatic either....and requires a procedure on 
my part. Some of the other software products may offer cloud sync, but for me, that raises a security 
question.

So you need to do your homework when looking at the array of software products available to solve
this modern-day problem we are all faced with. This one works for me, but may not necessarily
for everyone. 

Jan
Lewis

Password  -  Continued from pg. 6

Continued on pg. 8 - See  “Password” 
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GrCC iMaGe of tHe MontH by Jeanne Quillan

WHY I LIKED IT: Our club is blessed with many talented and creative
individuals each capable of creating beautiful images.  So when we get
together each month and share our work it is truly a delightful event.  I had the 
task of selecting from the buffet of imagery, the “Image of the Month.”  By the 
time the evening’s presentation of images was over I found that I had about a 
dozen ‘Images of the Month’ and obviously I needed to do some narrowing.  
My initial selections came from nearly all the categories from monochrome to 
creative, nature to portraiture; each of them stunning and beautiful in their own 
way.  To settle on ‘The One’ I asked myself, “What is the story here?” 
I especially like to ask this question when it comes to portraiture.  To me, a 
portrait speaks something of the individual; it tells a story and makes you want 
to know more.  The image is obviously of a young woman, sitting on the track 
of a railroad trestle.  That much is obvious.  But what is the story here?  What 
led up to her being there?  What is going to happen next?  What does this
image say about who she is?  This image does all of that for me,
that’s why I selected it as the image of the month.      - Mike

WHAT I SAW: My sister 
does foster care for older 
kids. This beautiful girl 
was put into her care after 
being taken from a very 
bad home situation. My 
sister and I decided to 
make her feel special,
we gave her a makeover, 
put her in a pretty dress 
and gave her a fun photo
session. She had a lot
of fun and ended up
using them for her senior 
pictures.
 - Becky 

This digital entry from the previous month’s competition was chosen GRCC Image of the Month. 
This image appealed to Judge Michael Koole, and may not necessarily be the image that scored 
the highest. Next month’s image will be chosen by a different member.

Jeanne
Quillan

“Waiting for the Train to Come”
by Rebecca Humes 

Selected by: Michael Koole

Even if you decide to continue with your current method of setting up passwords, find something 
that is a little more secure. I build passwords that are pneumonics of songs that I know by heart...
taking letters from the words of the songs, then perhaps adding a number and/or capitalizing some 
of the words . You could use favorite books, or movies, or quotes... just something that isn’t your 
birthday, address, or phone number!  I know others who use a set sequence of letters and numbers, 
and then makes each password unique by adding the first three to five letters of the site name. 
Obviously, a code breaker could figure it out with a little effort, but it certainly is more secure than 
using the exact same password for everything! 

Good Luck... and may your one-key password remain with you!

Jan
Lewis

Password  -  Continued from pg. 7
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visitors are WelCoMe to attend our MeetinGs!

assiGned subJeCts See our website for more specifics.  Click on Competition Corner,
and then click on the assigned subject to view a description.

October .........Optical Illusions
November .....Abstract
December .....Clocks

  
 
May ..............Kitchen Stuff

offiCers, board MeMbers & support positions

sprinG CleaninG? - - Classified ad seCtion next issue!

June ..............Graffiti
      SUMMER BREAK
September ....Fruits & Vegetables

2014

Regular Meetings are held the
3rd Wednesday of the month

except February,
July, and August.

 Time:  7:15 PM
 Location:  Boy Scouts of America
  3213 Walker Ave. NW
  Walker, MI

The meetings are fun
and informative!

These can be found on our GRCC website. Go to: http://www.grcameraclub.org/contact

Do you have photography-related items or services to sell?  Our Classified Ad section may help.
It is FREE to GRCC members who have belonged to the club for at least a year.

Each member can submit ONE photography-related item or service
to be included in the Lights & Shadows on a one-time basis.

You will need to include a photo of the item you are wanting to sell
(or for the photographic service you are offering),
along with a description, pricing and contact info.

Send your ad (and photo) to:  LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org
BY WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, 2014 (or before).

28MAYWEDS
.

28
MAY
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